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COST OF CARBON: The cost of polluting is rising fast and will continue, as Governments boost
efforts to meet climate goals, consumers favour lower-impact products and services, and
investors pour funds into so-called ESG (environmental, social, and governance) investments.

CARBON SCHEMES: There are 64 carbon schemes globally, covering 21.7% greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, and raising US$53 billion in revenue. The world’s largest polluter, China, also
recently launched its own scheme covering the power sector and 30% of its emissions. But the
median carbon price is under half the minimum US$40/t level seen necessary to meet the Paris
agreement +1.5% climate goals. We look for a further boost from November’s COP 26 meeting.

EUROPEAN LEAD: The EU's emission trading system (ETS), launched in 2005, has some of
the world's highest prices (see chart). These will keep rising as the bloc cuts new permits, grows
to sectors like transport, and even to more regions, with a likely carbon ‘border tax’ on imports.

COMPANY EFFORTS: Over half world’s largest companies have introduced ‘internal’ carbon
prices to drive resource allocation and decarbonisation, as regulator and investor pressures rise
regardless of country carbon markets. These prices average US$28/t CO2 and will rise further.

IMPLICATIONS: A rising carbon price incentivises renewables (@RenewableEnergy, TAN). and
hamper polluters (@OilWorldWide, XLE). But supply/demand imbalances may see price spikes,
such as now in oil, but this only further incentivises renewables development. The low global
carbon cost is a big US$1trillion implicit subsidy now helping corporate profits, but is set to fall.

TODAY: US labor market focus with non-farm payrolls expected at +600k jobs. A strong number
would refocus markets on inflation and Fed tightening views, boosting USD, yields and volatility.
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